International Languages

Bonjour Year 6,
The International Languages Department are really looking forward to meeting you very soon and
we hope you are all staying safe and well.
We could teach you every subject through different languages so to give you a taste of what you
could learn we would like you to try as many of these subjects as possible. We would love to see
your work too so please save photos, collages, powerpoints in an International Languages Folder or
save your pictures and photos in real life and you can share them with us in September.
Here goes, have fun!
English
(l’anglais) *

Maths
(les maths) *
Science
(les sciences)
History
(l’histoire)
Geography
(la géo) *

Technology
(la techno)
Music
(la musique)

PE (le sport)
ICT
(l’informatique)

Art
(le dessin)
Drama
(le théâtre)
Welsh
(le gallois)

R.E. (l’instruction
religieuse)

* Please do at least these ones!

English in French! Mais oui! ( But yes!) The French and English languages share a lot of
words it is just the pronunciation that is a bit different. French has pinched lots of English
words and vice versa and we call these words “cognates” (e.g. les maths) or they are spelt
almost the same in which case they are called “near cognates” (e.g la musique). Can you
make a collage or a poster of lots of these words? (Hint – there are a few on this page!)
Learn your numbers 1-20 in French with this song to help:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsEz58BblMY
Take a look at this video and chose an experiment. You WILL need adult permission and
possibly their help too.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SX_3pIdvElQ
France do not have a Royal family but they used to. Can you find out some facts about why
the French no longer have a Royal family?
Find out important facts about France and present them.
Facts could include: capital city, population figure, the French flag, main cities, main rivers,
mountain ranges, France’s highest mountain, famous French people, list the countries that
border France, the currency, famous French produce.
Find a French recipe and try to cook it. A nice easy one is “crêpes” (pancakes) or maybe you
want to be more ambitious. We’d love to see a photo of the finished product and know
what your family thought of it.
Google French singers and what type of music you like. Some examples are Julien Doré,
Stromae, Kendji Girac, Alizée. (Alizée did a duet of Dear Diary with Olly Murs.)
This is one of our favourite French songs – can you practise it and learn it?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UsEz58BblMY
Dance with Alexa in French: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KVhfIgghOPw
By navigating Youtube, creating powerpoints, doing your research you are improving your
ICT skills all the time.
If you want to be adventurous you could change your mobile phone into French. Word of
warning – make sure you know the steps to get it back to English first!
France has produced some amazing artists throughout the years. Pick one artist and do a
fact file and try to replicate one of their pictures.
One famous French person was Marcel Marceau. He was a mime artist and used no words
in his performances at all. Can you make up a mime? Perhaps speed it up or slow it down,
do it to music or in silence? Record yourselves and we look forward to seeing your mimes.
French and Welsh share some similarities. Did you know that in French the adjective goes
after the noun just like in Welsh? Also some words are similar e.g. ffenestr (Welsh) and
fenêtre (French) both mean window. - Do you know of any other similarities? Research
some and let us know.
Watch the video about Notre Dame and find out 3 facts.
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=s--STZ_QBN8 EXTRA! What happened at the cathedral last April?

